Clippers Arena Obtain Major Approval
Clippers Arena in Inglewood Cleared to Go

The Proposed Arena of 2015 will serve as the world-class basketball arena, practice facility and home office for the L.A. Clippers.

Brad Pyc, Jr. laid to rest in Inglewood

Rodney A. R uptful, 62, who died suddenly in a small plane crash in the Inglewood area on February 26, 2023, was laid to rest on March 1st.

Opinion: Can Working Parents Still Teach Their Kids at Home?

Several parents in Los Angeles County are concerned that the new policy does not go far enough in addressing the needs of working parents who want to teach their children at home. The policy requires written permission from the parents, but many parents feel this is not enough.

The new policy also mandates that working parents are encouraged to provide written permission for their children to be taught at home. However, many parents feel this is not enough and that the policy does not go far enough in addressing the needs of working parents who want to teach their children at home.